Here is a shout out to fellow west coast conspirators for some good ol' fashion insurrection! Its a time of crisis, but it sure don’t look like one yet! So get going and bring it on, because we are the crisis! This is a call for a competitive occupation to get things started: this will be called the Game. And this game never fucking ends!

Look at everything that is happening around us. Where are existing sites of antagonism? Budget cuts? Foreclosures? Or even bare basic needs? SEIZE IT! We can have it all, if we just take it!

Destroy the old, create the new! Transform spaces into a site of building a collective synergy of desires. Produce tactical & strategical activity, in which things are produced - propaganda, dance parties, networking, plans for further action, etc. Experiment & overtake. Don’t merely preserve - MULTIPLY, EXPAND, & TAKE OVER THE METROPOLIS!

Demand nothing, occupy everything! AND MAKE IT SICK AS FUCK!

HOW TO PLAY

ACTIVISTS

ONLY PRESERVED THE WORLD, THE POINT IS TO DESTROY IT!

TAKE WHAT IS OURS BECAUSE EVERYTHING IS OURS
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(+ POINTS

(+) restyle interior & exterior with diligence (5pts)
(+) have great care in the creation of sick as fuck banners (10pts)
(+) produce thoughtful communiques that articulate how the active minority coincides with the objective struggles of the proles against capital (10pts)
(+) build material barricades (15pts)
(+) take & transform spaces (20pts)
(+) expand terrain of action by seizing more sites (100pts)
(+) experiment with other forms of social subversion, introducing workplace sabotage and auto-reduction into everyday life. Begging for small pieces of the pie ends & prole shopping spree begins! (150pts)
(+) generalize the conflict by superseding the immediate "issue," procuring resonances between different peoples, disintegrating identities, & creating a rupture within capitalist time (200pts)
(+) create new forms of life through communization (ENDLESS HUMAN STRIKE!!!)

(-) POINTS

(-) writing banal communiques (-10pts)
(-) making shitty banners (-10pts)
(-) being unnecessarily subcultural (-10pts)
(-) slogans, chants or fashion from the 1960s that should stay dead. screw nostalgia, act now! (-25pts)
(-) use demands as a means to an end (-50pts)
(-) undertaking actions that fail to rupture the normative state of affairs. occupy fail! (-150pts)
(-) bureaucratizing the occupation by forming too many subcommittees, creating posts, & holding endless meetings. don’t diffuse energies! (-200pts)
(-) reproducing commodity relations (ULTIMATE FAIL!)